
Pop-up conference during climatemiles by Urgenda

Urgenda , dutch action NGO for sustainable transition, organizes a walking tour from Utrecht in 
The Netherlands to Paris in France, as build up for action during the global climate conference 
COP21 beginning of December . ( www.theclimatemiles.nl  )
A pop-up Mini conference was held during the stage from Antwerpen to Mechelen, November 8 . 
Two mini keynotes were given during a short stop , as well as a miniworkshop exploring solutions 
regarding sustainable built environment , on the themes of energy water and materials. Participants 
were given a  hand out to as guidance for discussion in small groups during the rest of the walking 
trajectory ( “walking parallel sessions”) .  Outcomes were collected at a the end of the day tour at 
Cafe t Hoekske in the outskirts of Mechelen . The first results were presented during the dinner at 
the cityhall in Mechelen.

The central  question was:
how to upscale dutch/belgium/western solutions for 7-9 billion people globally?  

A range of issues was raised as well as a range of solutions. , summarized by the organizing group 
as follows: 
The majority of reactions addressed education, and with a focus on children:  transition and change 
should start with them. Widely agreed, although regarding children: the effect will be in 20-30 
years’ time, which is a long wait. 

A second major group of reactions addresses people and local solutions: Its impossible to have 
solutions that fit all and everywhere.  Also widely agreed, seen from the reactions. Though one must 
consider that local solutions should be shared, so that learning takes place, and that solutions should 
not increase inequality ( for instance :local solutions that lock in local level of welfare, which is 
different around the world) 

Sharing is a key word, sharing solutions, sharing resources, sharing knowledge, sharing services. 

A third major group was technology innovations.. Certainly technologies will play a prominent role, 
but most probably much smarter as we have them now, when extrapolating for 9 billion people . 
Pressurized air as storage/energy stock, solar cooker and concentrated solar power, to name a few of 
the smarter future solutions to implement.

Some other shared conclusion was that its society that should take the lead, and not the “market, 
and most important: its Urgenda that should take the lead, and especially:
 to have a Urgenda in every country! 

Findings will be brought to the international organistion ii|SBE to be integrated in a report to the 
conference of parties COP21.

Thank you for participating, and keep on walking!

The climate soup makers (organizers) : 
Antoinet Smits, Hans van Eck. Ronald Rovers
contact via: www.sustainablebuilding.eu
r.rovers@sustainablebuilding.info 
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Some impressions:
Keynote 1

Conference organizers with Marian Minnesma, during pop-up-soup break: 



Workshop ongoing:

Collecting input :



Presentations during dinner: 

Annex: handout used  for the walking parallel sessions: 
Summarized translation: “We can do it, in our western countries, But what about the rest of the 
world?  Can we all have a zero energy houses and a e-car, while still the constructed city area will 
have to double the next decades, and cars go from 800 million to 2 billion? 
We are struggling with this question. How to combine all these wishes, and avoid at the same time  
too big inequality? We would like to explore your knowledge during some walking parallel sessions.  
Crowd sourcing knowledge so to say. The figure helps to visualize the world in terms of housing. 
And please hand in the ideas at the next stop in the tour. “




